Nothing beats a D-backs game on a __________ day at __________.

Fans dress in their D-backs’ __________ and wave __________ to show their support. Before the game, D-backs players will __________ with fans and __________ autograph __________ for them. It’s a tradition to eat a __________ or __________ at D-backs games. When the D-backs score a __________, fans will __________ and __________.

In The Sandlot, you can __________ at the playground and __________ with Baxter. If you’re __________, you can catch a __________.

The Team Shop sells souvenirs, like __________ and __________ to remember a __________ day at the game. During the 7th Inning Stretch, be sure to __________ and sing __________ with the other fans. At the end of the game, __________ the D-backs win by cheering __________.